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The objective of this study is to develop a constitutive model for 2D open cell foam materials especially ones with a scatter in their cell sizes. To achieve this end, first a hypothetical cellular material with cell size scatter is created by superimposing 2 grids with triangular cells of different sizes. Next, the hypothetical cellular material is homogenized to an equivalent continuum (a micropolar mixture) in 2 steps: a) Homogenization of each individual grid to an equivalent micropolar continuum and b) Superposition of the either micropolar continua using the micropolar mixture theory to obtain a micropolar mixture continuum. The constitutive equations are developed and then used to predict the elastic properties of 2D balsa wood. 
I. Introduction
PEN cell foam materials play a quintessential role in the field of aerospace engineering as light weight materials. They are used as core materials for sandwich panels, which leads to their high specific strength and bending stiffness with low weight. Additionally, they are also used as low-weight thermal insulation for cryogenic O fuel tanks. With the advent of foaming techniques to produce even ceramic and metal foams, there is a great necessity to develop efficient methods to predict their mechanical behavior accurately. However, since foams tend to have a scatter in their cell sizes, the prediction of their mechanical behavior using computational or theoretical means poses a significant challenge. The design and implementation of open cell foam materials rely on accurate and efficient models to relate their microstructure to the bulk mechanical properties.
Open cell foam materials consist of a complex interconnected framework of material struts that yields a porous material. For example, the open cell structure of the polyurethane foam shown in Fig. 1 shows a wide range of cell sizes and shapes. This complexity in cell structure poses significant problems for accurately modeling the mechanical behavior of cellular materials. Two modeling approaches that have been used to predict the mechanical response of cellular materials are finite element analysis (FEA) and analytical techniques. Numerous studies have been performed to predict the mechanical response of cellular materials using FEA techniques [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . While this approach has the ability to accurately predict mechanical behavior for a wide range of cellular microstructures, the model building and solution procedures can be time-consuming and expensive, making FEA techniques prohibitive where efficient material design is necessary. On the other hand, analytical approaches have been developed and these, by virtue, are much more efficient than FEA approaches [6] . Although these methods are simple and efficient, they cannot match experimental results whenever there is a scatter in the cell sizes of a foam. This is because they are founded on the basis of periodicity in cell sizes and need to resort to empirical data to accurately match experiments. Clearly, this gives rise to a school of thought whether it is possible to construct an analytical model that will be efficient and yet account for the scatter in cell sizes and predict the mechanical behavior accurately.
The objective of this study is to establish a linear-elastic constitutive modeling approach for cellular materials that accounts for the scatter in their cell sizes. The modeling approach is carried out as follows. First, two individual lattice geometries with triangular cells are considered. In each lattice, the cell sizes of all the cells are the same. However, the cell size of one lattice differs from the other. This is so that when the lattices are superimposed on one another, it creates a range of cell sizes in the superimposed lattice (conceptual combined triangular grid in Fig. 2 ). This superimposed lattice is what is modeled as a 2D open cell foam material with a scatter in its cell sizes. Therefore, the modeling approach is capable of modeling cellular materials with little or no periodicity. Theoretically, since each individual grid is periodic, it can be homogenized to an equivalent micropolar continuum. Further, both micropolar continua may be superimposed using the micropolar mixture theory to obtain a single equivalent micropolar mixture continuum. This effectively models a cellular solid with a distribution of cell geometries, as shown in Fig. 2 . It must be noted that the proposed approach does not directly model a representative volume element of the material. The effective behavior of the homogenized micropolar mixture represents the mechanical behavior of the conceptual combined grid shown in Fig. 2 .
First, the general aspects of the micropolar elasticity theory and the elastic mixture theory are detailed, followed by a discussion of the kinematics of the proposed micropolar mixture framework. This is followed by a discussion of the balance laws for a micropolar mixture of two solid constituents. A brief development of the constitutive theory for a mixture of two micropolar solids is subsequently presented. Finally, the application of the proposed modeling approach to a two-dimensional cellular solid is presented.
II. Background
A brief discussion of micropolar elasticity and mixture theory is presented in this section to facilitate the development of the proposed theory in the proceeding sections.
A. Micropolar Elasticity
In the theory of micropolar elasticity [7] , the points in a material continuum have six degrees of freedom: three translational components of the classical theory and three rotation components about the coordinate axes. Although the theory of micropolar elasticity has been applied to many fields of engineering, one of its primary uses is to provide a mathematical foundation to describe the mechanical behavior of lattice structures. The micropolar theory is necessary in the analysis of lattice structures because rotations at the strut joints play a significant role in influencing the overall behavior of the lattice. For example, a micropolar beam model was developed [8] for four different types of planar lattice grids with rigid joints. They showed that as classical continua, the lattices tended to be overly stiff due to the lack of the rotational degree of freedom. In a subsequent study [9] , the model was extended to model three-dimensional lattice structures. An energy approach considering in-plane displacements as well as joint rotations was used [10] to estimate the dynamic characteristic of a two-dimensional square grid.
B. Mixture Theory
Motivated by Maxwell's kinetic theory of gases, Truesdell and Toupin [11] presented an axiomatic mixture theory for interacting continua based on the premise that each point of space is simultaneously occupied by all constituents of the mixture. It has been used with profound success to model the mechanical behavior of composite materials [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . It is also assumed that the interactions between the constituents of a mixture are accounted for as interaction forces in the appropriate field equations. The mixture theory concept has been used to model the threedimensional mechanical behavior of a binary mixture [12] . In a subsequent study [13] , the threedimensional model predicted wave propagation phenomena in a composite material. It was concluded that in order to accurately predict wave propagation properties in a composite material, the material microstructure must be considered, which can be done with considerable ease by using the elastic mixture theory. An alternative version of the mixture theory was developed [14] for modeling the wave propagation in laminated and unidirectional fibrous composites. The theory was used to determine the distribution of displacements and stresses within individual Figure. 3 Motion of a mixture of two constituent continua constituents. This theory was subsequently applied [15] for both transversely and horizontally polarized shear waves propagating in the plane of the laminate. A mixture theory was developed [17] for two-phase materials which was implemented [16, 18] to study the wave propagation in periodically-structured composites.
III. Kinematics
The following presentation of the kinematic theory of a binary mixture of micropolar solids is similar to that developed for a binary mixture of a solid and fluid previously [19] . Consider regions of two constituents of a mixture R (1) and R (2) , which simultaneously occupy a common volume in the reference configuration ( Fig. 3) . A material point of the n th constituent in the reference configuration has a position denoted by ( ) n X . After a time t, due to a motion denoted by the mapping ( ( ( ( ) ) ) ) n χ χ χ χ , the position of the point of the n th constituent in the spatial configuration is given by the motion equation
The corresponding velocity and acceleration vector components at time t are given by, respectively,
where the superposed dot denotes the usual material time derivative. The velocity vector components of the mixture are given by
where ρ and ρ (n) are the densities of the mixture and the n th constituent, respectively, and are related by
The linear strain tensor components and the linear microrotation gradient tensor components of the n th constituent are given by, respectively,
where ( ) n k u and ( ) n k φ are the displacement and rotation vector components of a point of the n th constituent and lkm ε is the permutation symbol. In Eqs. (6) and (7) , and throughout this paper, the usual summation and partial differentiation conventions are used. For the linear theory, the microgyration vector of the n th constituent is defined as [7] ( ) ( )
The material derivatives of (6) and (7) are denoted by The motion of the material points of the mixture is influenced by forces and thermodynamic conditions that the mixture is exposed to. The corresponding balance laws are described in the next section.
IV. Balance Laws
If it is assumed that microinertia is constant and isotropic, then the remaining balance laws of mass, linear momentum, angular momentum, and energy provide field equations which dictate the kinetic response of the micropolar mixture. Each balance law is individually addressed in this section. The balance laws are similar to those previously proposed by Eringen [19] .
A. Balance of Mass
The balance of mass for the n th constituent is given by
Summing over the two constituents and using Eqs. (4) and (5), the balance of mass of the mixture is
B. Balance of Linear Momentum
The balance of linear momentum for the n th constituent is
x ɺɺ is the acceleration of the n th constituent, ( ) n kl t are the components of the stress tensor, ( ) n l f are the components of the body force density vector, and ( ) n l p are the components of the interaction force density vector which represents force exerted on the n th constituent due to the interaction with the other constituent (terms that represent constituent interactions have the superposed caret). Summing over the two constituents produces the linear momentum balance of the mixture
If it is assumed that linear momentum of the mixture is balanced solely by the stresses and body force densities in the constituents, then Eq. (13) becomes
Eq. (14) indicates that the two interaction force density vectors are of equal magnitude and opposite sign.
C. Balance of Angular Momentum
The balance of angular momentum is given by 
where j (n) is the microinertia density (resistance to microrotation), ( ) n l υ is the microgyration (microrotation rate), 
If it is assumed that the angular momentum of the mixture is balanced by 
Therefore, the interaction couple vectors have equal magnitudes and opposite signs.
D. Balance of Energy
The conservation of energy for the n th constituent is shown [19] that by summing Eq. (18) over the two constituents and utilizing field Eqs. (14) and (17) 
The heat flux vector of the mixture is
The free energy density of the mixture is defined by = − ψ ε θη (23) where θ is the absolute temperature of the constituents and the mixture, and η is the entropy density of the mixture.
The absolute temperature is assumed to be spatially uniform. 
E. Clausius-Duhem inequality
The second law of thermodynamics is expressed as 
where the superposed ~ denotes a response function. Using the chain rule, the material derivative of the free energy is given by 
Using a similar approach to that used by Eringen [19] the constitutive equations associated with these quantities are where Φ is the dissipation potential [7] .
The specific free energy of the mixture is 
where the subscript 0 denotes constants or variables in their natural state, that is, a state that is free of stress and couple stress. S 0 is the free energy in the natural state, C 0 is a constant relating temperature and free energy in the natural state, T 0 is the ambient temperature, T is the change in ambient temperature resulting in the current temperature θ (θ =T o +T, where T is much less than 0 0 T ,T > 0), and ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) For isotropic constituents [7] ( ) x v 
where isothermal conditions are assumed and body force densities, body couple densities, heat source densities, and temperature gradients have been neglected.
VI. Application to a 2D Cellular Solid
The constitutive framework developed in Section. V is for a general mixture of two micropolar elastic solids. To demonstrate the application of the proposed theory, the constitutive response of a two-dimensional cellular material with a distribution of cell sizes is determined. Structures with a significant distribution of cell sizes are found in many varieties of wood. For example, the microstructure of a cross-sectional slice of balsa wood is shown in Fig. 4 . To determine the constitutive response of this twodimensional natural cellular material, its cell size distribution is matched with the cell size distribution of the conceptual combined triangular grid (Fig. 2) . The conceptual triangular grid, which then represents the microstructure in Fig. 4 , is homogenized in two steps, namely, the micropolar homogenization step in which each individual grid is converted to an effective micropolar continuum (Sec. VIA) and the micropolar mixture theory homogenization step where the individual micropolar continua are superimposed using the micropolar mixture theory (Sec. VIC). This yields the equivalent continuum whose mechanical behavior represents the mechanical behavior of the natural two-dimensional cellular material. It is important to note that since the micropolar mixture theory combines two equivalent micropolar continua and not the individual lattices, the model does not directly model the cellular material shown at the top of Fig. 4 . In the current section, the micropolar homogenization of a single triangular grid is discussed followed by the details of the micropolar mixture theory homogenization and the resulting constitutive response of the mixture.
A. Triangular Lattice Homogenization
The equivalent micropolar continuum for a single triangular grid composed of Timoshenko beams has been previously established [20] . In this formulation, given the length of the strut of the n th constituent l (n) (Fig. 5) , crosssectional width and height of the strut of the n th constituent s (n) , the Young's modulus of the material composing the struts of the n th constituent ( ) n strut E , and the shear modulus of the material composing the struts of the n th constituent ( ) n strut G , the equivalent in-plane isotropic micropolar elastic moduli for a two-dimensional equivalent continuum of thickness s (n) are 
where
n n n strut n n n n strut 3 n n n n n strut n 2 n n n strut n n strut 2E A Q l 3
In Equation (49) A (n) and I (n) are the cross-sectional area and moment of inertia of the struts of the n th constituent, respectively, given by It is important to note that Equation (48) differs from the analogous equations of Ostoja-Starzewski [20] by the strut thickness in the denominator. The inclusion of the strut thickness serves to normalize Equation (48) with respect to an arbitrary thickness, similar to the classical plate theory [21] . These equations assume a plane state of stress in the plane of the triangular lattice i.e. s < l as shown in Fig. 5 . The relative density of the triangular lattice is [6] ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) n n n rel n n s 3 s 2 3
It is noted that it has been shown [20] that for relative densities of 80% and higher, the strut width (s in Fig. 5 ) becomes too large for Equation (48) to accurately predict the elastic properties of the equivalent micropolar continuum.
B. Elastic Moduli of an individual grid
Consider the case of the individual grid loaded in uniaxial tension parallel to the e 1 basis vector shown in Fig. 5 , in which the strains are Now consider the case of pure shear in the e 1 -e 2 (Fig. 5 ) plane of the equivalent micropolar continuum. Again, isothermal conditions are assumed to exist. The corresponding strain field is m have yet to be determined. For simplicity, it is assumed here that ( ) The elastic mixture theory assumes that the stress t ij and couple stress m ij of the mixture are given by
where f (1) and f (2) are the volume fractions of constituents 1 and 2, respectively, in the mixture. For the binary mixture considered in this study f (1) 
The assumptions of Equations (63) and (66) are the simplest assumptions for the interaction of the constituents. In fact, Equations (63) imply that no internal interactions exist between the micropolar constituents. A possible physical interpretation of this assumption with regards to the conceptual combined triangular grid shown in Fig. 2 is that there are no locations in which the two grids are bonded together. If on the other hand, the grids are "welded" at their junction points, then the assumption of Equation (63) must be modified appropriately.
Consider again the uniaxial deformation described by Equations (52) In a similar manner, the micropolar moduli of the mixture can be determined.
D. Application of Model to Balsa Wood
A cross sectional slice of balsa wood closely approximates a two-dimensional cellular structure with a distribution of cell sizes. Fig. 4 , which is an image of an axial cross-section of balsa wood, shows three types of cells. Most of the volume is occupied by nearly hexagonal normal cells, with parallel bands of rectangular ray cells. The larger sap cells occupy a much smaller volume than the normal and ray cells over the entire cross section ( Fig. 4 is focused on an area crowded with sap cells), thus their relative volume fraction is insignificant compared to those of the normal and ray cells. A binary mixture model was constructed in which the 1 st and 2 nd constituents were the equivalent continua of the normal and ray cells, respectively. The structural and mechanical parameters for the two lattices are shown in Table  1 . The values of s (n) , E (n) , and f (n) were previously determined by Easterling et al. [25] . The values of l (n) were determined by equating the average cell areas reported by Easterling et al. [25] with triangular cell areas for the triangular lattice. The values of G (n) were calculated assuming a cell wall Poisson's ratio of 0.33.
Using Equations (48) -(50), (58), (59), (62), (69), (70), and (72), the in-plane Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio, and shear modulus of balsa wood were predicted to be 376 MPa, 0.25, and 150 MPa, respectively. It is important to note that, as stated earlier, these equations assume a plane state of stress, and a specimen of balsa wood tested experimentally is likely to have struts that experience plane strain as the strut thicknesses are much larger than strut widths. However, the effect of the plane stress assumption on the final predicted values of the mechanical properties is likely quite small [20] . Experimental measurements of in-plane Young's modulus of balsa wood range from 10 -300 MPa [25] . Therefore, the predicted Young's modulus is in reasonable agreement with the empirical value.
VII. Conclusions
An analytical modeling approach has been developed to predict the elastic properties of cellular materials without the need for complex and inefficient FEA modeling. The modeling approach directly accounts for the distribution of cell geometries that are present in most cellular materials, and provides for the opportunity for efficient analysis, optimization, and design of cellular materials. The approach combines mixture theory and micropolar elasticity theory to predict elastic response of cellular materials to a wide range of loading conditions. It is important to note that despite the inefficiency of FEA modeling, it has the potential to be more accurate than analytical modeling.
The modeling approach was applied to the two-dimensional balsa wood material. Predicted properties were in good agreement with experimentally-determined properties. This agreement demonstrates that the model has the potential to predict the elastic response of other cellular solids, such as open cell and closed cell foams. Ray cells n 1 2 s (n) 1.5 µm 1.5 µm l (n) 44 µm 29 µm f (n) 86% 14% ( ) n strut E 10 GPa 10 GPa ( ) n strut G 3.8 GPa 3.8 GPa Table. 1 Properties of Balsa Wood Lattice grateful to Mr. Timothy Walter, PhD Candidate, for his assistance with Fig. 1 , and to Dr. Dennis Kunkel for his permission to use the image of balsa wood in Fig. 4 .
